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PROGRAM AGENDA 
All events to be held at the The Radisson Royal Hotel Moscow, 2/1 Building 1, Kutuzovsky Prospect 121248  

Conference materials may be found on our website at http://ambar.org/moscow2016.  
 

8:00 AM – 9:00 AM REGISTRATION & BREAKFAST 
 
9:00 AM – 10:15 AM SESSION No. 1 

Winning and Losing in The Court of Public Opinion: Lawyers, Business Disputes, and the Media From a Global Perspective 
 

The court of public opinion has existed since ancient times, even if the venues have varied dramatically throughout the centuries. As trials and other cases 
are determined through the processes of society, there can be community interest in the outcome, especially for important cases, and many believe that 
public opinion may, at times, impact upon decision making and trials, arbitrations and other procedures for adjudication. This has long posed a dilemma for 
advocates who, while respecting ethical restraints, nonetheless seek every proper advantage for their clients and recognize that the court of public opinion 
could influence, negatively or positively, the outcome in the court of law. The traditional challenges have been difficult enough with traditional media such as 
newspaper and television. Today with the ascension of internet and social media, the challenges are even greater and the answers even less certain than 
before. 
 
This program presents an examination of the advocates’ duties and challenges along with examples of effective strategies and potentially disastrous 
mistakes. The panel includes distinguished attorneys who are experienced in attempting to address these issues as well as media experts and journalists to 
provide different and even countervailing perspectives. Most importantly, it is hoped that the panel discussion will prompt questions and insights from 
members of the audience. Ultimately, the best message for the court of public opinion is to prevail in the court of law, but the road along the way is rarely a 
smooth one. 
 
Speakers: 
Kendall Coffey, Coffey Burlington, Miami, FL, USA 
Philip Hall, Portland Communications, London, United Kingdom 
Andrey Knyazev, Moscow, Russia 
James Popperwell, Macfarlanes,  London, United Kingdom 
 
 
 
 

 
10:15 AM – 10:35 AM NETWORKING BREAK 

Sponsored by: Lidings 
 

10:35 AM – 11:45 AM CONCURRENT SESSIONS No. 2 
Legislative Developments in Russian 
Arbitration 
 

 
At the end of December 2015, the Russian 
Federation enacted legislation that will significantly 
impact both domestic arbitration and international 
arbitration proceedings seated in Russia. The bulk 
of the new legislation takes effect in September 
2016, although a few provisions will become 
effective in February 2017. 

The changes include new rules on the arbitrability 
of corporate disputes and a registration regime for 
Russian arbitration institutions. The legislation also 
impacts judicial assistance in arbitration 
proceedings.   

The moderators will briefly outline the changes 
and facilitate an interactive discussion regarding 
the implications for arbitral institutions and their 
users and how these changes impact the choice of 
Moscow as an arbitral seat.  

Damages in International Arbitration:  Latest 
Trends and Practical Tips  
 

 
Damages represent the ultimate goal for claimants 
in most arbitration cases, and the major fear of 
respondents.  This round table will be an 
opportunity to address the latest valuation trends 
and to engage in an in-depth discussion of valuation 
strategies that everyone, even those without 
economic training, will be able to understand.  The 
round table will offer practical advice and discuss 
the valuation of damages in main industry sectors.  
Discussion topics will include: 
 
 Recent arbitral awards:  what are the latest 

trends in damages 
 How does recent commodities market volatility 

impact damages assessments 
 Should damages be discounted due to country 

risk and, if so, when and how 

Russia’s Pivot to Asia 
 

This session will feature an interactive discussion 
of the following topics, among others, arising from 
Russia’s “pivot to Asia”: 
 
• Asia-Pacific region - new opportunities, new 

challenges (what Russian lawyers need to 
know about these jurisdictions as arbitral 
seats).   

• Is the “pivot to Asia” a “pivot to China”? 
• Global implications of Russia's pivot's to Asia 

(how Russia’s closer relation with Asian 
countries would impact other international 
actors, as EU or USA, and their role in 
Russian legal matters?) 

• Russia’s pivot to Asia as seen by Asian 
countries  

• Russia's position in the world in the times of 
TPP (does the Treaty change/weaken 
Russia’s position in Asia?) 
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Co-Moderators: 
Ben Carroll, Linklaters, London, United Kingdom 
Andrey Gorlenko, Head of the Project, 
"Arbitration Center at the Institute of Modern 
Arbitration,"  Moscow, Russia 
Roman Zykov, Russian Arbitration Association, 
Moscow, Russia 

 Shareholder value:  is the value of control in 
Russia and Eastern Europe greater than in the 
West 

 Presenting a robust damages case:  does 
cross-examination really matter  

 Getting the right damages number: should 
economists sit as arbitrators  

 
 
Co-moderators: 
Anna Crevon, Dentons, Paris, France 
Richard Caldwell, The Brattle Group, London, 
United Kingdom 
 
 

Co-Moderators:   
Olga Boltenko, Clifford Chance, Singapore 
Joe Liu, Hong Kong International Arbitration 
Centre, Hong Kong 
Noradele Radjai, Lalive, Geneva, Switzerland 
 

11:45 AM – 11:55 AM                              NETWORKING BREAK                                                                              
 
 
11:55 AM – 1:00 PM   CONCURRENT INTERACTIVE ROUNDTABLES: SESSION No. 3      
Each of the sessions in this time slot will be interactive roundtables.  Audience participation is encouraged – indeed, essential – for the success of 

the session.  We would like to hear from you.  Please come prepared with your questions and comments! 
Administrative Litigation 
 
Creating specialized process and institutions for 
considering administrative disputes has been 
trendy in many civil law jurisdictions over the past 
years.  Russia has recently joined the club by 
adopting a Code of Administrative Court 
Proceedings in 2015. This session will address the 
results of one-year-long application of the Code, as 
well as the overall experience of trying 
administrative cases in Russia. 
 
Topics for discussion will include: 
• What constitutes an administrative dispute?  
• Distinguishing features of administrative court 

procedure as compared to commercial 
litigation; 

• The effect of the new regulations on  court 
practice; 

• How will the new Code work in cases involving 
an "international" element (e.g. foreign party 
etc.)?; 

• Further development of administrative 
procedural legislation (new Code of 
Administrative Offenses, etc.). 

Co-moderators: 
Anastasia Astashkevich, Astashkevich and 
Partners, Moscow, Russia 
Andrey Zelenin, Lidings, Moscow, Russia 
 

Arbitration of Commodity Disputes  
 
International arbitration is increasingly a preferred 
forum for resolving commodity disputes as it can 
be adapted to the particular needs of professionals 
in this field, who aim at resolving disputes in line 
with their way of conducting business: simply, fast 
and in a cost-efficient manner. Cities that are 
important for commodity trading, such as Geneva, 
Zug, Lugano, London and Singapore, see a 
significant increase in the number of commodity 
disputes being resolved through arbitration. Since 
Russia is one of the major players on the 
commodity market, in particular with regard to raw 
materials, the topic became of high interest and 
importance to Russian parties involved in 
commodity trading.  
  
Various trade associations and arbitration 
institutions in the last years developed special 
rules, tools and services for the expedited 
resolution of commodity disputes. This roundtable 
will focus on the peculiarities of commodity 
disputes; ways of their fast and most efficient 
resolution, including specialized dispute resolution 
options; certain arguments that are typically raised 
in commodity arbitrations; the needs of 
professionals in the field of commodity trading and 
current trends and developments in this area. 
  
Co-moderators: 
Anna Kozmenko, Schellenberg Wittmer, Zurich, 
Switzerland 
Phillip Habegger,  Lalive, Zurich, Switzerland 
 

Technology and Arbitration 
 
International arbitration depends on 
interconnectivity between parties, counsel, 
witnesses, and arbitrators based in different parts 
of the world.  Recent technological developments 
present opportunities to inject flexibility in to the 
process and more efficiently resolve disputes. But 
the use of technology is not consistently spread 
across countries, and even within countries, 
different law firms, practitioners and arbitrators may 
be slower to adapt, sometimes dismissing the use 
of new technologies as passing fads. In this 
session, we will discuss the following topics: (1) 
arbitration agreements in a new era of electronic 
communications; (2) the electronic capabilities of 
arbitral institutions and the Russian arbitrazh 
courts; (3) developments in e-discovery; (4) witness 
examination via video conference; and (5)  
technology-assisted methods of presenting 
arguments in arbitration. 
 
Co-moderators: 
Anna Tumpovskiy, Tumpovskiy Legal Group, 
P.A., Miami, FL  
Tatiana Minaeva, Jones Day, London, United 
Kingdom 
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1:00 PM – 2:00 PM NETWORKING LUNCHEON 
Sponsored by:    Arnall Golden Gregory LLP 
 
2:00 PM – 3:10 PM    CONCURRENT INTERACTIVE ROUNDTABLES: SESSION No. 4      
Each of the sessions in this time slot will be interactive roundtables.  Audience participation is encouraged – indeed, essential – for the success of 

the session.  We would like to hear from you.  Please come prepared with your questions and comments! 
Uncovering Fraud/ Asset Tracing and 
Recovery Across Borders 
 

The risk of fraud is higher today than it has ever 
been and the consequences for your business can 
be catastrophic.  The fraudster now operates 
across borders via shadowy off-shore 
entities.  Stolen assets can easily be concealed 
and placed beyond reach. So what steps should 
you take to recovery those stolen assets?    
 
The aim of this workshop is to identify the latest 
strategies for attacking the fraudster and 
recovering the financial loss to your 
company.  The discussed issues will include: 
 
• How exactly to trace and located stolen 

assets? Practical techniques for tracing and 
locating of assets. 

• How do you maximise the legal weaponry 
available to you in and outside Russia, 
particularly focusing on off-shore locations?  

• Insolvency as a tool to recover assets. What 
are the issues and problems you should know 
relate to cross-border insolvencies?  

• Is it always recommended to initiate criminal 
investigations in the context of asset 
recovery?  

The pioneering techniques in international tracing 
and recovery of assets will feature case studies, 
best practices and interactive panel discussion 
which will enhance your capabilities when dealing 
with global fraud litigation and asset recovery. The 
panellists and the participants, both lawyers and 
detectives, will share their unique experiences and 
insights in this growing area including the most 
recent high profile international cases with Russian 
participation uncovering largest fraud cases 
running to many billions of dollars. 
 
Co-moderators: 
Alexei Dudko, Hogan Lovells, Moscow, Russia 
Alessandro Volcic, Kroll, Moscow, Russia  

Choice of Forum:  Where and How? 
 
Parties to international commercial contracts often 
include forum selection clauses in their 
agreements.  For companies based or with 
investments in Russia and elsewhere in the former 
Soviet Union, such clauses often mean that the 
parties have opted to litigate their disputes in 
Russian, UK, or US courts.  This roundtable will 
examine the pros and cons of these jurisdictions, 
with discussion questions that include: 
What are the “most favorable” jurisdictions to 
litigate and what (or who) drives the choice?   
How does the enforcement of a potential judgment 
affect the choice of forum? 
• Are there certain types of cases that are 

better litigated outside Russia rather than 
inside Russia?  What types of cases and 
what jurisdictions are most favorable? 

• Under what circumstances will forum 
selection clauses be honored or ignored? 

• How has the Hague Convention on Choice of 
Court Agreements affected the enforcement 
of forum selection clauses? 

• When are hybrid (or optional) arbitration 
clauses appropriate?  Are unilateral hybrid 
clauses ever appropriate? 

  

Co-Moderators: 
Alexandr Berezin, Most Law Offices, Moscow, 
Russia 
C. William Phillips, Covington & Burling LLP, 
New York, USA 
 

The Effect of Economic Changes and Sanctions 
On CIS Business  
 
This session will focus on the legal ramifications of 
the current economic situation (sanctions, 
currency rate fluctuations, drastic increases in 
interest rates, bankruptcies, reduced access to 
international financial and hi-tech resources, etc.), 
including the law of changed circumstances in 
Russia, allocation of risk issues, choice of venue, 
the interplay between contract law and lex 
socieatas, forthcoming changes to bankruptcy law,  
Western companies’ perspectives on the impact of 
sanctions on their businesses and other issues.  .   
 
Co-Moderators: 
Mark Brown, Bristows LLP, London, United 
Kingdom 
Feodor Vyacheslavov, VLawyers, Moscow, 
Russia 
 

 
3:10 PM – 3:30 PM COFFEE BREAK 
  
3:30 PM – 4:40 PM CONCURRENT INTERACTIVE ROUNDTABLES: SESSION No. 5 

Both sessions in this time slot will be interactive roundtables.  Audience participation is encouraged – indeed, essential – for the success of the 
session.  We would like to hear from you.  Please come prepared with your questions and comments! 

Foreign Sovereign Immunity: Testing the 
Strength of the Protective Shield 
 
The proliferation of claims against states and state-
owned companies has resulted in a number of 
highly publicized legal cases in which the immunity 
of sovereigns or their assets has been put in the 
spotlight. Some of these cases stem from claims of 
violations of international law, while others arise out 

Russian Market Exit-Related Disputes 
 
The recent economic crisis has caused 
businesses to terminate or decrease their 
investments in Russia. This often gives rise to exit 
disputes. 
 
Which industries have been affected by such 
disputes? What are the reasons for exit? What is 

International Judicial Assistance 
 
International judicial assistance -- aid rendered by 
one nation or its courts to another nation or its 
courts in support of judicial proceedings in the 
nation or court requesting assistance – is critical in 
litigating cross-border business disputes. While 
Russia is party to an extensive network of bilateral 
treaties providing for judicial cooperation with 
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of claims brought by foreign investors. In either 
case, the question arises: what are the limits of a 
state’s liability for private claims? This question is 
relevant to Russia, which recently joined a slew of 
countries that have adopted legislation designed to 
provide a framework for jurisdictional immunity of 
states. This interactive session will focus on the 
following issues: 
• Recently enacted Russian law on jurisdictional 

immunities; 
• Liability of States for claims against State-

owned entities; and 
• Liability of State-owned entities for claims 

against States 

Co-Moderators:   
Gene Burd, Arnall Golden Gregory LLP, 
Washington DC, USA  
Dmitry Davydenko, Muranov, Chernyakov & 
Partners, Moscow, Russia 
 

the nature of the disputes, and what claims are 
typically raised? What are the differences between 
Russian exit disputes and exit disputes in other 
jurisdictions? 
 
This session will address these questions from 
various perspectives and will look at strategies for 
dealing with such disputes.   

 
Co-Moderators: 
Nick Marsh, Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan 
UK LLP,  London, United Kingdom 
Dmitry Lysenko, Baker & McKenzie - CIS, 
Limited, Moscow, Russia 
 

Cyprus, Italy, Poland and countries in the CIS, 
among others, judicial assistance in matters 
involving certain other jurisdictions is more 
problematic. For instance, Russia declared in 2003 
that “legal assistance between Russia and the 
U.S. in this field has to all intents and purposes 
been ‘put on ice’” as a result of a dispute regarding 
fees charged by the U.S. for service pursuant to 
the Hague Service Convention. Controversies 
regarding service of process in Russia have also 
arisen in English courts, as in the recent case of 
Sloutsker v Romanova. And although Russia has 
acceded to the Hague Evidence Convention, it has 
not yet designated a central authority to process 
incoming requests. This session will address 
practical workarounds for navigating the many 
potential traps that can arise in connection with 
both inbound and outbound requests for 
international judicial assistance in matters 
involving Russian parties. 
 
Co-Moderators: 
Maxim Kulkov, Kulkov Kolotilov & Partners, 
Moscow, Russia 
Thomas Sullivan, Marks & Sokolov, Philadelphia, 
PA, USA 
 
 

 

4:40 PM – 4:50 PM NETWORKING BREAK 
 

 

4:50 PM – 6:00 PM CLOSING PLENARY 
Fresh Off the Press! An Open Mike Debate About Hot Topics in Litigation and Arbitration 
 
The moderators will engage the audience in an interactive discussion about some of the most recent developments in Russian and CIS-related litigation and 
arbitration, with a focus on the most critical questions that emerge during the course of the day’s panels and other topical issues. This is your chance to share 
your views on, and experiences of, current “hot topics”. 
 
Co-Moderators: 
Rupert D'Cruz, Littleton Chambers, London, United Kingdom 
Ilya Nikiforov, Egorov Puginsky Afanasiev & Partners, St. Petersburg, Russia 
 
6:30 PM – 8:00 PM CLOSING RECEPTION 
 
 
 
 

NOTE: Simultaneous translation in Russian and English will be provided for all sessions except the following:    
-  

Legislative Developments in Russian Arbitration 
Uncovering Fraud/ Asset Tracing and Recovery Across Borders 

Foreign Sovereign Immunity: Testing the Strength of the Protective Shield 
 

The ABA directly applies for and ordinarily receives CLE credit for ABA programs in AK, AL, AR, AZ, CA, CO, DE, GA, GU, HI, IA, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MN, MS, 
MO, MT, NH, NM, NV, NY, NC, ND, OH, OK, OR, PA, SC, TN, TX, UT, VT, VA, VI, WA, WI, and WV. These states sometimes do not approve a program for 
credit before the program occurs. This course is expected to qualify for 7.5 CLE credit hours in 60-minute states, and 9.0 credit hours in 50-minute states. This 
transitional program is approved for both newly admitted and experienced attorneys in NY. Attorneys may be eligible to receive CLE credit through reciprocity 
or attorney self-submission in other states. For more information about CLE accreditation in your state, visit shopaba.org/Moscow2015 or contact 
intlawmeetings@americanbar.org. 
 
 

 
                                    Scholarships are available for this program. For more information please contact intlawmeetings@americanbar.org.                      
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